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iller Gaffney Art Advisory specializes in
comprehensive international art advisory
services. Our professional team provides

impartial advice to clients on every aspect of fine art,
decorative art, and jewelry.

We offer unbiased advice with your best interests in mind. In keeping with
our mission of objectivity, we do not stock inventory or promote specific artists.
Miller Gaffney Art Advisory applies years of experience and expertise to
address each client’s unique needs.
Whether you are buying or selling a single item, building a collection, seeking
a certified appraisal, or in need of our expert research, I personally invite you
to contact us for a complimentary confidential consultation. We look forward to
assisting you.

Miller Gaffney, AAA, ISA CAPP
		
Appraisers Association of America, Certified Appraiser
		
International Society of Appraisers, Certified Member
		Principal

Discover What Your Collection Is Worth
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our passion is to collect. Ours is to help you protect your carefully
acquired investments. The larger and more valuable your collection
becomes, the greater your need for certified, accurate evaluations.

Today’s current economic conditions leave collectors increasingly interested
in learning the current worth of their fine and decorative art. We recommend
having your collection appraised every three years to ensure that your most
valued objects and assets are protected. Our knowledge and independent
perspective have helped collectors consistently make the right buying, selling, and investing decisions.
Miller Gaffney Art Advisory understands that your collection is an important
estate and investment portfolio asset. Prices realized for art and jewelry
continue to be extraordinarily strong as buyers and sellers look to leverage
enthusiasm surrounding the market. We provide up-to-date, objective advice
focused solely on your needs.

Appraisal Services
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ppraisals for the purposes of: Insurance, Estate Planning and Gift
Taxation, Financial Planning, Resale, Equitable Distribution, Charitable
Donations, Inventory, Loan Collateral, Damage and Loss Claims,
and Liquidation.

Appraisals are essential tools in establishing appropriate insurance
coverage, providing documentation for losses, legal matters, tax issues
and philanthropic purposes, and aiding in estate planning. Our certified
appraisers evaluate your fine and decorative art, jewelry, and collectibles
while minimizing intrusion and maintaining the privacy and security required
by our clientele. Illustrated appraisals are completed in compliance with
IRS and USPAP guidelines.
Each article is carefully examined, thoroughly researched, catalogued, and
illustrated in our tailored reports. We customize the appraisal process for
each individual by selecting from a variety of services to deliver a course of
action that exceeds expectations.

USPAP CERTIFIED APPRAISAL REPORTS INCLUDE:

• Researched retail replacement, fair market, or marketable
cash values

• Comprehensive digital imaging with documentary overviews
and detailed blow-ups of signatures, stamps, and marks

• Full catalogue descriptions including provenance, authenticity
verification, condition, literary citations, exhibition history, artist
biographies, and important related works

• Client documentation such as invoices, certificates of
authenticity, and condition reports are examined and
correlated with each object

• Organization and totals sorted by location or categories of
your choice

• Appraisals are presented as a traditional hard-bound report,
secure electronic document, or collection management
software database

• Custom accession numbering to conform to any previous
system

• Number coded ID available for those who wish to maintain
complete privacy

• Monitoring of appraised values and notification when appraisal
updates are recommended
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Buying

iller Gaffney Art Advisory is committed to assist you in your quest
to find the right piece. We bring art-world expertise and a financial
perspective to the process of collecting. Advisory specialists
identify acquisition opportunities around the globe to find the perfect addition
to your collection. Our access and knowledge of the market, and its impact
on our clients, drives our commitment to educate customers about all aspects
of future investment purchases.
We have a proven process for purchasing art directly from private sales,
auctions, individual artists, dealers, and galleries. We also assist in managing
all aspects of custom artwork commissions.
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Selling / Deaccession

e are uniquely positioned to help our clients achieve the highest
prices for their art while maintaining complete confidentiality.
Selling your fine and decorative art through Miller Gaffney Art
Advisory means that you benefit from our extensive network of private buyers
and preferential terms at auction. We utilize utmost discretion while commanding excellent prices for your possessions.
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Collection Management

ur collection management services include creating fully catalogued,
photographic databases of art collections for insurance and inventory
purposes. We conduct a detailed audit of your collection to confirm
location and physical condition.
We oversee all facets of collection curation, administration, and accounting.
This includes collection database management, conservation and restoration
management, museum loans, special projects, as well as organization of
exhibitions. Our advisors thoroughly document and verify condition, value,
provenance, bibliography, location, and other pertinent data. We provide
clients with insight into the quality and significance of each existing or
prospective piece of art.

COLLECTION MANAGEMENT SERVICES:
•
•
•
•

Database Management
Research & Analysis
Conservation & Restoration
Inventory Protection
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•
•
•
•

Curation & Exhibition
Expert Witness
Certified Appraisals (USPAP)
Professional Opinions of Value

trusts S Estates

iller Gaffney Art Advisory offers confidential estate services to
aid in the development of effective estate, philanthropic, and taxefficiency planning. We advise clients on intergenerational and
charitable gifts, appraisals, dispersals, and sales strategies. Our discrete and
professional team formulates, conveys, and implements clients’ instructions
to trustees and executors.
We focus on the needs of attorneys, fiduciaries, and executors handling
estates with all types of property. Aspects of estate administration are
managed efficiently to meet deadlines while assisting with donations,
shipping, storage, and insurance, providing a single point of contact for
all transactions.
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Art Advisory

rt Advisory services are individually tailored to assist clients in every
aspect of collecting. We have integrative experience working with
clients, architects, interior designers, and institutions. Complete,
signature interiors are customized by our specialists to meet site-specific
requirements.
Our advisory team begins by gaining a full understanding of your objectives,
and by exploring your distinct areas of interest and aesthetic taste. Space,
budget requirements, and investment objectives are carefully considered. We
then work collaboratively to select the most appropriate pieces that fit your
artistic and financial needs.
Flexible art exhibition options are offered through our art rental program.
Short and long term arrangements are available for individual pieces or
collections.
Whether your art program requires the establishment or management of
a private or corporate collection, our specialists will personally oversee your
project from conception to completion.

ART ADVISORY SERVICES:
• Planning & Development
Consultation

• Dispersal

• Acquisition & Commission

• Art Rental

• Lighting & Installation

• Lectures

• Site Specific Projects

• Private Art Fair Guides

Why choose Miller Gaffney Art Advisory?
Expertise / Global Outreach / Exceptional Results
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iller Gaffney Art Advisory serves attorneys, individuals, nonprofits
and the private sector worldwide by understanding and responding
to their needs. Our team of specialists appraise, advise, and
market property by analyzing current trends, conducting comprehensive
research, and pursuing domestic and international buyers. We welcome the
opportunity to assist you with your art needs.

888.251.9994 | info@millergaffney.com
NEW YORK

PARIS

FLORIDA

SOUTH CAROLINA
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